
Paradigm - Senior Web Developer
| Our vision. At LightOn, we are building Paradigm, a trusted Generative AI Copilot
to empower users with innovative solutions that enhance productivity, creativity, and
decision-making. Together, we envision a future of limitless potential.
| Your mission. Generative AI is poised to disrupt industries across the board. You will
play a pivotal role in accelerating the adoption of this technology, transforming
cutting-edge AI solutions into user-friendly, scalable interfaces and APIs. You will
work across the entire technology stack, from the frontend user interface to the
backend infrastructure, to ensure that our platform is reliable, secure, and user-friendly.
We are looking for creative and ambitious individuals.

Your responsibilities.
📐 > Plan overall website architecture and designs. Determine the technical
requirements and solutions.
🎨⚙ > Design frontend with Typescript, TailwindCSS, Vite, and Vue3 Composition API
and build backends using Django, PostgreSQL, and Redis;
🧠 > Interact closely with the Machine Learning team to turn innovative ideas into
full-fledged product features;
📦 > Package and deploy applications using Docker and Gitlab CI/CD;
 > Lead and mentor junior programmers providing guidance to develop their skills;

Required skills.
🌐 > 5+ years of experience in web development;
💥 > Experience with Python (Django), Typescript and relational SQL databases;
🧰 > Experience with Redis, Docker and Gitlab CI/CD tooling;

Desired skills.
🖌 > Experience with Vite, TailwindCSS and the Composition API of Vue3
🤖 > Experience with generative AI APIs such as OpenAI or Anthropic APIs;
| We are not credentials-driven.We want to understand your unique background and
what you can bring to the team. We are excited about people who may not yet already
have a track-record in the field, but who show high potential, enthusiasm, and a
willingness to grow. You should be eligible to work in the EU, but all exceptional
profiles will be considered.
| Benefits. Salary according to your profile, and flexible hours (including remote work).

To apply, send your resume to:
eng_search@lighton.ai

If you have any further questions, do not hesitate to reach out by e-mail to your contact at
LightOn.


